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Introduction: It is know welllknown that many
M
and terrrestricommonaalities exist beetween the Martian
al periglaacial climatess and environments. The discovd
ery of yooung gullies oon Mars suggeests the local occuro
rence of subsurface liquid water att mid and higgh latihey have beenn proposed to result of subsurface
tudes. Th
seepage of
o water [1], bbrines [2], near-surface icee melting at reccent periods oof high obliquiity [3], snowm
melt in
more reccent periods [44], geothermaal heating [5] or liquid CO2 breakout
b
[6].
Some unnusual linear gullies over sand dunes in the
Russell crater
c
are charracterized by their long annd narrow channnels. There arre no terrestriial analogs forr those
typical linnear gullies.
This study focuses on the formation of that typical
t
morpholoogy by meanns of various laboratory siimulations witthin a cold rooom. Accordinng to these experie
ments, we
w discuss the possibility too explain thesse gullies overr sand dunes only due to surface and nearsurface melt
m of volatille-rich materiaal. In this studdy, we
describe how the depthh of the activve layer helps to ung
derstand better the forrmation of Martian linear gullies
observedd in the Russelll crater.

They start from regularlyy spaced smaall alcoves justt
uunder the crestt of the dune (Figure 1). In
ndividual gul-liies exhibit lineear and narrow
w channels wiith levées.
Laboratorry simulation
ns: Physical modelling
m
hass
bbeen developeed in order to simulate thee developmentt
oof typical gulliies observed oover Martian sand dunes inn
thhe Russell crrater. The maj
ajor purpose of
o the experi-m
ment was to examine
e
the rrespective efffects of slopee
anngle, materiall, and permafrrost.
We usedd the facilityy at the University
U
off
C
Caen/CNRS, France in a laboratory dedicated too
pphysical modeelling of periglacial proceesses [7]. Too
siimulate the periglacial envvironment, ou
ur experimentss
w
were carried ouut in a cold rooom. In that ex
xperiment, wee
ddo not controll the atmosphheric pressuree and we sup-ppose the liquidd water to be sstable during the formationn
oof debris flowss.
Our small-scale experim
ment is composed of a rec-taangular box of
o 2.5 m by 0.55 m widee and 0.50 m
ddepth filled wiith saturated ssand and silt materials
m
(fig-uure 2). Morphhologies are teested, with a median slopee
ggradient of 15°° whereas thee top and bottom slope gra-ddients are consstant (50° and 8° respectively).

Gulliies over sand dunes : Russsell crater, a 200 km
large cratter located byy 55°S and 3447°W, exhibitss various dunee fields. One of
o them is relaatively high (5500 m)
and coveered by relativvely low albeedo volcanic sands.
Gullies are
a about 2.5 km
k in length and
a their meann slope
is 10°.

Figure 1 : Linear gullies over sand dunee in the Russelll crater
on Mars. HIRISE imagee PSP_002904__1255 (25 cm//pixel).
Width off the image: 2 km (for thee right part). Credit:
NASA/JPL/University off Arizona.

Figure 2. Cllose-up of the aapparatus used in the physical
m
modelling of debbris flows.
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To simulate the water supply, we used a porous
synthetic foam placed on the top of the rim crest with a
controlled water supply into the foam.
Effect of the permafrost table: For each experiment, the material was initially saturated just before
freezing. Frozen from the surface and permafrost was
created at depth (0.50 m) with a temperature of –10°C.
After freezing, the surface of the frozen soil is then
progressively warmed from the top to induce a controlled active layer formation. We used various materials (sand, silt), different slope angles and different
depths of active layers. More than 40 experiments have
been carried out over two years [8].
From various laboratory experiments, narrow gullies are preferentially formed by the water supply in
the debris from the thawing of the ice rich permafrost
and occurs along a significant length of the flow [8]. A
relatively thin active layer strongly favours the formation of long and narrow linear gullies like those observed on Mars (figure 3). When active-layer thickness
exceeded 5 mm, incision increases along the channel,
resulting in a high quantity of transported material
which then forms substantial accumulations (levées
and terminal lobes).

Figure 3. Effect of active layer thickness in a permafrost environment. A : diffused flow on surface with an
active layer up to 10 mm thick. B : localized debris
flows with an active layer of 1 mm thick.
Combined effects of particule size and permafrost table: The morphological change of the levees is
related to the variation of velocities which results from
the small change in slope gradient. This observation is
in agreement with both characteristics of Martian gullies [9] and rheological properties of terrestrial debris
flows [10].
We have observed connections between gullies and
variation of their growth by successive wave of debris
due to several pulses of water from the rim crest. The
analogy batween Figure 1 and Figure 3B is striking.
The best analogy have been observed with an experimental permafrost made of silty materials with a
very thin active layer (higher length/width ratio and %
of total length limited by levées. Table 1).
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Material

Lenght/width

% of length
% of levées
incised
34
26

Sand
23
Sand/silt
41
34
48
mixture
Silt
86
32
66
Table 1. Morphological properties of experimental
debris flows obtained by a thawing permafrost table.

Conclusion: Our experiments suggest that morphology of gullies found on Mars implies the presence of
ice rich permafrost with a relatively thin active layer.
In any case (whatever be the origin of the water : melting of snow, perched aquifer or melting of permafrost),
the active layer together with the permafrost control
the typical morphology of these linear gullies. These
results suggest that a periglacial environment was
probably necessary for the formation of these linear
debris flows over sand dunes on Mars [3].
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